CURRICULUM INTRODUCTION
Portland Christian attempts to provide purposeful and directed instruction to our athletes in order to provide a seamless
transition through all grade levels. The athletics program at PCS will strive to provide a clear understanding of the program
focus, an organized approach to development, and an evaluation of student-athletes to progress through the system.
The goal of the athletic department is to establish a stronghold on our student population and invigorate the community
toward the process of a strong Portland Christian community.

POSITIVE COACHING
Kids should come away from sports with a heightened sense of themselves as people who can strive for great things, who learn they can get up and try
again…who are less afraid, and more willing to take the risk that achievement and excellence require in all of us…who are willing to set goals for themselves and
then make the commitment to achieve those goals.
Every kid can develop a stronger sense of themselves through participation as a member of a team. Every child can learn important lessons about life by making
great efforts, enjoying the taste of victory, and returning to try again after a loss.
At Portland Christian we have the opportunity to help our student-athletes experience the love and power of God. It is imperative that the items listed in this
curriculum are enhanced by instilling the wisdom, grace, strength, and characteristics of Jesus Christ. Your goal as a coach for Portland Christian, not matter the
level, is to empower students to live a life full of positive characteristics that reflect our Savior and Lord.
1. RELENTLESS POSITIVITY
 A relentless commitment to positive coaching brings the biggest successes and has the most impact. And it’s when things go wrong that positive
coaching has the most impact.
 Punishment leaves bad feelings that eat away at motivation. Excelling requires emotional energy; when kids are yelled at and criticized, their
emotional energy is used up being angry, feeling sorry for themselves, thinking up reasons why the coach is wrong, etc.
 When a kid is secure in knowing they will be valued and accepted by their coach, no matter how they perform, more of their energy can go to
responding to the challenge.
 Take note of players who do things you want to reinforce, and take time to share with them the things noted. Try to have things noted for
everybody, and give equal (if not more) recognition for “character” items (attendance, punctuality, never giving up, servant hood, etc.). This helps
motivate the kid to continue their efforts because they know any improvement will be given attention.
 Ask kids to help observe good things that other kids are doing. They love to feel appreciated by their peers as well as by their coaches.
 Not negative things but don’t share them with the team. Praise in public, criticize in private.
2. IDEAS & INSPIRATION
 Three effective ways to communicate ideas that motivate:
a. Stories – Collect and catalog stories to tell.
b. Metaphors – Create metaphors to bring to life what you’re trying to get across to your easily distracted players.
c. Vision – When the opportunity is articulated clearly to a group of people it has the ability to generate enthusiasm that can lead to great efforts
and surprising successes.
 Human energy can be created. It comes from emotions, and emotions are released by ideas. Ideas in the form of stories, metaphors, and vision will
help players become motivated to make more effort than they think is possible.
3. ENGAGEMENT
 Three ways to increase player’s engagement in their own development and learning.
a. Ask rather than tell – Look for opportunities to ask the players what they should be doing in the course of a practice or game. Kids will be forced
to think, and if they are not punished for making poor choices, they will improve their decision-making over time.
b. Get kids teaching each other – If kids can’t explain or demonstrate a skill to someone else, they may not understand it enough to retain it.
Expect them to teach each other at times.

c. Goal-setting – Suggest a goal and then work to get the player to enthusiastically endorse the goal as their own. Get their buy-in so that they are
not just going through the motions doing what they think some adults think they should be doing.
4. SELF-ESTEEM
 The language of self-esteem is encompassed in two phases: I can do this and I can learn to do this. A coach who builds in his players the tendency to
use this vocabulary, by showing them that they can do and learn to do, is giving a great and lasting gift to them: the belief that they are strong
enough and smart enough to handle whatever life throws at them.
 Endorsement is the key to self-worth. The youth coach’s first job is to like their players and show that they do; to endorse them and let them know
they support them.
 How to increase self-esteem in your players:
a. Names – Know names and know them quickly. Players should hear their names spoken in a friendly tone often.
b. Smiling – Coaches communicate that they like a player more easily by smiling than any other way.
c. Appropriate touching – Pats on the back, handshakes, and high fives after good efforts communicate that you like and value your players.
d. Influence-ability – A coach who can be influenced by his players is communicating that he values their opinions.
e. Listening – Listening without interruption can communicate caring to the player that shows you take them seriously.
f. Express appreciation and recognition – Kids feel great and are more inclined to make additional efforts when you notice the efforts they make.
Remember to be honest (a “happy talk” coach loses credibility), be specific (“nice block-out,” is better than “nice job”), and try to tie their efforts
to the overall success of the team.
5. BUILDING CHARACTER
 In adversity lies the potential for development of mental toughness and other positive character traits. As time passes, the stressful nature of the
challenges fades but the character lessons live on.
 Positive character traits:
a. Mental toughness – Empathize when a player gets in a tough spot but also remind them that this is an opportunity to develop mental
toughness. Help the player learn that winning is not the only criterion of success.
b. Having fun – The ability to enjoy challenges is a character trait that makes for happier, more successful people. Because they are having fun,
they put more of their energy into trying to figure out how to solve a problem and less into unproductive worrying.
c. Winning and losing with class – Take delight in seeing a player respond to a bad call or a tough loss with class. Point out examples of classy
behavior to your players (helping opponents up, etc).
d. Courage – You gain strength, courage, and confidence by every experience in which you really stop to look fear in the face.
e. Commitment to goals – Help your players determine what their goals are. Ask them to think about what they want to accomplish, and to come
back to the next practice with a clear idea that they can share with you.
 The only thing we bring to our life is the amount of effort we put into it. Our talent, our personality, the amount of wealth of the family into which
we are born – all are given to us. But what is up to us is how hard we are going to try. If you can communicate to your players that it is the amount of
effort they are willing to put into fielding or hitting, shooting and rebounding, and blocking and tackling that will determine how good they can
become, you will be giving them an invaluable gift.
 Teaching positive character traits:
a. Introduce and define the character trait.
b. Look for opportunities to illustrate the concept as the season progresses.

c. Reinforce, model, and intervene when appropriate.
d. Look for stories to share with the players.
6. MISTAKES
 A coach who makes it okay for his players to make mistakes will, over time, get more effort toward the goals of trying to win, developing skills, and
having fun than a coach who reacts to each mistake like it was the end of the world. Give the kids the chance to experiment with making gigantic
efforts without horrible consequences when they fail.
 Mistakes and substitutions – Don’t remove a player immediately after an obvious mistake. By removing a player after an obvious error, a coach is
saying that it is not okay to make the error. Dunderhead mistakes in front of the whole world are great opportunities to communicate that you care
about a player independent of ability.
 Fear of making a mistake is a paralyzing force that robs athletes of spontaneity, love of the game, and a willingness to try new things. It’s the
mistakes-are-okay approach that gives the sense of freedom that can unlock the learning process and occasionally release truly inspired athletic
performance.
7. PRACTICES
 The only way to truly acquire a skill is to overlearn it. In the heat of an athletic contest, what most determines the outcome is the habitual responses
of the athletes.
 Develop a core of activities, centered on the fundamental skills that need constant reinforcement. Building around a core practice schedule:
a. Helps you to remember to focus on fundamentals as the season progresses.
b. Cuts down on wasted energy. Players know they will be doing certain things at certain times.
c. Allows everyone to focus most of the creative energy on learning the new things that are introduced in any particular practice session.
 Pace your practices by using pauses to serve as punctuation marks to emphasize the lessons you’re trying to teach.
 Organize practices in a pattern of teach-drill-scrimmage:
a. Introduce a skill. Describe it, demonstrate it, and explain why it is important. Be brief!
b. Send them off to practice it. Give them time to struggle with it without breathing down their necks.
c. Practice it in a game-like setting. Stop the scrimmage at times to remind them to incorporate the new skills.
 The ideal practice session allows players to work hard, run off energy, try new things, have some choice about what they do, and converse with their
teammates – all while operating within a structure that allows the coach to have a significant measure of control when you need it.
8. GAME COACHING
 Athletes are most vulnerable at this time. They are on public display for everyone to see. If they fail at something that is important to their selfimage, the last thing they need is for someone who supposedly cares about them as a person (not just an athlete) to get down on them. When a
coach lets their players know that they are there for them no matter what, they can turn their inner energies toward doing their best in a game.
 When an athlete is performing an action they know how to do very well, their performance may well improve when performing before a crowd.
When performing a skill that they are not totally secure in performing, the performance level is likely to decrease with a crowd present.
 Preparing for the game:
a. Have a game plan – Even a flawed plan give you a reference point on which to make adjustments.
b. Make adjustments – Recognize patterns in the game and anticipate when to adjust.
c. Anticipate the opposition – Ask yourself, “What would I do against my team?”

d. Adjust for officiating – Complaining to officials will get the players to also complain. When officials make calls tighter or looser than expected,
alert the players to and encourage them to adjust their style of play.
 Encourage players to welcome any nervousness they feel as a way to help them get up for the game. If you feel a player may be too nervous before
a contest, give the player specific tasks to perform early in the game. They will focus on that instead of the anxiety.
 The most important support a coach can give his players in a tense, pressure-filled game is to remind them to relax and simply have fun. In the
moment of truth in a hard-fought game, it really won’t mater all that much who won or lost many years later. What does and will continue to matter
are the values that those athletes take away with them from those contests.
9. PARENTS
 What parents want from a coach:
a. To be in the information loop – Advance information on games, start and end times for practices, etc.
b. To hear good things about their kids – Speak to every parent often about their kids.
c. To see their kids play – Look for every chance to play your less-skilled players more often.
d. To be among friends – Adults appreciate when a coach learns their names, expresses appreciation for what they do, etc. And they, in turn, will
want you to succeed and will be willing to help you.
 Guidelines for a coach-parent relationship:
a. Don’t put the player in the middle – Ask parents to talk directly to you if they have a problem.
b. No instruction during a game – Ask parents if they have a suggestion to improve their child’s play so that you can tell the player, if appropriate.
That way, the player won’t be confused by conflicting instructions.
c. Don’t disparage the other team – Ask parents to be careful to avoid inadvertent comments in the stands.
10. WINNING & LOSING
 The danger with “too-high” standards:
a. Whining – Failure to win may cause players to blame someone else (refs, teammates, other team cheated).
b. Cheating – Cheating is rarely accompanied by increased efforts, and it is increased effort in response to struggling or losing that make a person
an ultimate winner.
c. Dropping out – Mentally as well as physically. Either kind is most often where too-high standards lead.
 Coaching is rife with double standards & hypocrisy. By trying to hold yourself to the same standards that you expect your players to meet, you may
find yourself with more reasonable & encouraging standards for you & your players.
 One tragedy from overemphasizing winning is that we overlook important lessons to be learned from losing. It’s hard to develop the positive
character trait of persistence in the face of adversity without adversity.
 The real test of character is not how many times we get knocked down, but how many times we get back up. A knockdown can be a big advantage
that can help kids learn to become the kind of person who gets back up. Which is as good a definition of a winner as can be imagined.
11. BUILDING OUTSTANDING COMPETITORS
 Character of the outstanding competitor:
a. Internal Motivation – It is internal passion for the sport that unleashes super performance. You simply don’t get to the highest level without an
incredible amount of practice. And most people aren’t willing to put in the significant amount of practice time needed to develop high-level skills
unless they enjoy the activity itself.

b. Energized by challenges – Outstanding competitors want to compete at a level that will push them to be at their best, not at a level where they
can succeed without risk.
c. Seeing development as a process under their control – If they cannot perform a certain skill, they know that they could learn it if they worked
harder and longer at it.
d. Decision-makers rather than order-takers – Outstanding competitors tend to be independent and willing to challenge conventional wisdom.
e. Accepts success and failure – Fear of failure does not paralyze them.
 What coaches can do:
a. Educate them about internal motivation – Ask them how good they want to become. Tell them you will work them hard during practices but to
become really good they will need to motivate themselves outside of practice. Avoid contingent rewards; they undermine an athlete’s internal
motivation.
b. Encourage them to see skills as acquirable – Many kids don’t believe they are. Stories of other players acquiring their skills through hard work
and practice can motivate them to do the same.
c. Encourage personal goal-setting and charting. A written record provides feedback and helps keep a player’s focus. Charting of goals that are
clear and measureable is a critical part of providing athletes with a program of mastery experiences.
d. Focus on the do-able parts of any challenge. Emphasize areas of competition that your players are able to control (conditioning, blocking out,
etc).
e. Desensitize them to pressure. Introduce pressure situations at practice. Downplay the importance of winning relative to doing one’s best. When
an athlete focuses on doing their best, they experience less pressure and are more likely to win than if they rigidly focus on winning as the only
thing of value.
12. COACHING SPECIAL KIDS
 The Superstar:
a. Push them to develop skills beyond what they need to excel at the level they are on now. Work with them on thinking about what they need to
do to succeed at the next level.
b. Nearly everyone eventually reaches their level of mediocrity. The superstar who has been treated like royalty will have a very difficult time
putting out their great efforts when the royalty treatment ends.
 The weak athletes – More than anything, make sure they have fun. And any person who can enjoy playing a sport even when they are not very good
at it is something special.
 The child with behavior problems – Be patient. A problem child is a discouraged child. If you can act as if you aren’t really upset with their behavior,
they will correct the behavior soon.
13. BECOMING A TEAM
 The requirements of a successful team:
a. Acceptance – Each player must feel that they are accepted by their coaches and teammates before they can devote close to 100% of their
energies to improving as an athlete and helping the team win.
b. Influence – Once a player knows they are an expert and adequate amount of influence, they then can throw themselves wholeheartedly into
helping the team win.
c. Identity – Am I an important member of this team? Do I have a role that will help the team achieve its goals? Look for way to help each player
feel like an important part of the team.

d. Goal-matching – Each player needs to feel that they win if the team wins.
 “The Portable Home Court Advantage” – Tell your players that they can take their home court advantage with them by supporting themselves in a
visible, audible ways.
 “JUST CARING ABOUT EACH OTHER AND WANTING EACH OTHER TO DO WELL.” If you can help your players achieve that state of mind, you have
helped them become something rare and wonderful – a true team.
14. YOUR GOALS AS A COACH
 Create an environment in which kids and adults have fun with sports
a. Encourage players often; for effort as well as results.
b. Show by behavior that each is an important member of the team, regardless of how they perform.
c. Give players comparable playing time.
d. Show your enjoyment of the game to the players.
 Teach skills, rules, and strategy to your players.
a. Provide adequate repetition of teaching. Lessons often need repeating before they are understood.
b. Organize practices to maximize learning and minimize standing around.
c. Encourage players to set individual and team goals corresponding to their ability level.
d. Minimize negative emphasis on mistakes, which will require for learning to take place.
 Model and teach competitiveness with an emphasis on good sportsmanship.
a. Teach players aggressiveness and sportsmanship at the same time.
b. Obey the rules and show respect for the officials even when you disagree.
c. Acknowledge good plays by the opposition to your players.
d. Always treat players on the other teams as members of the community first and as opponents second. Refrain from words or actions that
undercut the self-esteem of players on the other team.
 Promote increased self-esteem among children and adults
a. Encourage players whenever possible. Kids can’t read your mind, and they often determine whether they are liked and accepted by adults by
what the adult says and does.
b. Spend comparable instruction time with all players, regardless of ability.
c. Show appreciation for parents involved with the team.

WINDOW OF TRAINABILITY
Trainability refers to how responsive an individual is to a training stimulus at different stages during growth and maturation.
Although all physiological capacities are always trainable, there are critical periods in the development of a specific capacity
during which training has the most effect. These are referred to as “critical windows of accelerated adaptation to training.”
Correct training during these windows is essential for individuals to achieve their genetic potential.
Scientific evidence shows that humans vary considerably in the magnitude and rate of their responses to a given stimulus. This
variability underlines the need for a long-term approach to athlete development, so that athletes who respond slowly are not
short-changed.
Sport scientist have identified five physical capacities (the five “S’s” of training and performance): Stamina, Strength, Speed,
Skill, and Suppleness. For stamina and strength, the critical periods of trainability are based on developmental age. Note that,
on average, girls reach these windows of trainability at a younger chronological age than boys.
Stamina
Strength

Speed

Skill

Flexibility

The critical window of trainability occurs at the onset of Peak Height Velocity (PHV), which is the adolescent growth spurt. Athletes
should focus on aerobic capacity training as their growth rate accelerates; aerobic power should be introduced progressively after
their growth rate decelerates.
For girls, there are two critical windows of trainability for strength. The first is immediately after PHV and the second is at the onset of
menarche. For boys, there is one strength window and it starts 12-18 months after PHV.
There are two critical periods of trainability of speed. During the first speed window, training should focus on developing agility and
quickness. During the second speed window, training should focus on developing the anaerobic alactic energy system. For girls, the
first speed-training window occurs between the ages of six and eight years and the second window occurs between the ages of eleven
and thirteen years. For boys, the first speed training window occurs between the ages of seven and nine years and the second window
occurs between the ages of thirteen and sixteen years.
For girls, the window of optimal skill training occurs between the ages of eight and eleven years and for boys it occurs between the
ages of nine and twelve years. During this window, children should be developing physical literacy; that is, competence in the
fundamental movement and sports skills that are the foundation for all sports. Competence in these skills make it easier for children
to learn and excel in late-specialization.
For both girls and boys, the critical window of trainability for flexibility occurs between the ages of six and ten. In addition, special
attention should be paid to flexibility during PHV.

THE IDEAL ATHLETE
Tactical
Analysis
Decision Making
Execution
Game Planning
Reading Situations
Rules

Mental
Communication
Concentration
Confidence
Emotional Control
Goal Setting
Motivation

Sustenance
Drug Free
Hydration
Nutrition
Recovery
Sleep

Character
Citizenship
Coachable
Competitive Spirit
Leadership
Perseverance
Respectful
Team Player
Trustworthy
Fair

Stature
Body Composition
Height
Weight
Technical
Ball Handling
Blocking
Catching
Control in the Air
Jumping
Kicking
Lifting
Passing
Rotation
Running
Spatial Awareness
Tackling
Tumbling

Physical
Agility
Balance
Coordination
Flexibility
Power
Posture
Quickness
Speed
Stamina
Strength
Vision

STAGES OF TRAINING
Active Start
Males & Females: 0-6 years old

ACTIVE START

Objective: To learn fundamental movements and link those together into play (backyard fun).
 Provide organized physical activity for at least 30 minutes a day for preschoolers
 Provide unstructured physical activity-active play-for at least 60 minutes every day for toddlers and preschoolers.
 A wide range of basic movement skills such as running, jumping, throwing, twisting, wheeling, kicking, throwing, and catching should be enjoyed
 Help children in this stage feel competent and comfortable with activity. Games should be non-competitive and focus on activity
FUNdamentals
Chronological Age: Males 6-9, Females 6-8, Training Age: 0-4 years in sport

FUNdamentals

LEARN TO
TRAIN

TRAIN TO
TRAIN

TRAIN TO
COMPETE

Objectives: To develop physical literacy – learn all fundamental movement skills and build overall motor skill. Introduce the Game
 Practice and master fundamental movement skills before sport-specific skills are introduced
 Emphasize overall development of the ABC’s of athleticism: agility, balance, coordination, and speed
 Initial organized sport activity and introduction to competition and basic rules occurs in this stage.
Learn To Train
Chronological Age: 10-12 Males, 9-11 Females, Training Age: 1-4 years in sport
Objectives: Basic Skills
 This is a critical period for development of motor skills and coordination
 Participation in a wide range of sports. Develop speed, power, and endurance using games
 Focus on development of general sport skills
 Participate in several positions & disciplines to build a foundation of sport
Train to Train
Chronological Ages: 12-16 Males, 11-15 Females, Training Age: 2-8 years
Objectives: To build and aerobic base, develop speed, and to further develop and consolidate skills.
 General: Key period for using developing mental skills to integrate motor skills into game patterns: understanding and reading the game
 Physical: Major post-growth spurts window of opportunity for building speed, aerobic power and beginning of strength-building period (late stage)
 Skills: Consolidation of basic game skills. Acquisition of more advanced skills
Train to Compete
Chronological Ages: 16-20 Males, 15-19 Females, Training Age: 7-10 years in sport
Objectives: The consolidation of fitness preparation and sport specific skills. Preparing to win.
 General: Position and game skill specialization. Refinement of tactical and game skills and understanding. Development of long-term plans for individual success
 Physical: Focus on building strength and power
 Skills: refinement of all basic skills and consolidation of advanced skills. Increasing complexity of plays.

COMPETE TO
WIN

Compete to Win
Chronological Ages: 18+, Training Age: 8-10 years in sport
Objectives: To prepare our athletes physically, technically, tactically, and cognitively to compete at the collegiate level.
 General: Fully specialized into position but with flexibility to adapt as needed
 Refining and perfecting physical and mental skills to master the game
 Physical: Focus on building speed, strength, and power. Ensure rest and recovery, healthy lifestyle and ethical participation
 Skills: Refinement and mastery of all position-specific skills

ACTIVE START
MALES & FEMALES: 0-6 years old

Active Start
Males & Females: 0-6 years old
Development
Opportunities

Technical

Tactical

Physical

Mental

Character –
Life Skills
Game
Options to
Consider:

Football

Volleyball

Soccer

Basketball

 Running
 Twisting
 Jumping
 Kicking
 Wheeling
 Throwing
 Catching
 Build overall movement and physical literacy
 At end of stage, introduce non-competitive sport specific activities
 Focus on fun, basics of throwing, kicking, catching with appropriate size ball
 Agility
 Balance
 Coordination
 Enjoy Competition
 Respecting your opponent
 Code of Conduct
 Self-awareness
 Partnership
 Teamwork
 Problem-solving
 Unstructured
 No competition
 Use of soft/appropriate balls
 Just fun!

Baseball

FUNdamentals
Chronological Age: Males 6-9, Females 6-8
Training Age: 0-4 years in sport

FUNdamentals
Chronological Age: Males 6-9, Females 6-8
Training Age: 0-4 years in sport
Development
Opportunity

Technical
50%

Tactical
25%

Physical
20%

Football

Volleyball

 Throwing, Catching,
Kicking
 Athletes have the
opportunity to
develop skills in a
variety of offensive
and defensive football
positions
 Training, competition
and positional play is
appropriate to the
development and
maturation of
individual athletes

Introduce:
 Volley
 Forearm passing
 Spiking
 Blocking
 Serving

 Introduce the game
 Basic Skills are
throwing, receiving,
kicking
 Learn basic rules that
govern the game

 Individual techniques
and generic (nonvolleyball specific)
sport tactics (use of
teamwork, speed,
accuracy, deception,
etc.)

 Agility, Balance,
 ABC’s (Agility,
Coordination
Balance,
Coordination).
 Running + Backwards +
w/ change of
directions
 Jumping, Twisting, and

Soccer

Basketball

Baseball/Softball

 Running
 Jumping
 Twisting
 Throwing
 Kicking
 Receiving
 Introduced through
movement exercises
and games that
promote feel of the
ball.
 Passing and receiving
the ball less than
25yrds.
 Cooperation between
players
 Playing situations
works best for
teaching and
understanding the
game.
 Build basic intelligence
and decision making
 ABC’s (Agility, Balance,
Coordination).

 Passing and Receiving
skills introduced
 Shooting skills
introduced (square,
follow through, lay-up)
 Ready positioning
 Triple Threat
 Ball Control
 Stationary dribbling,
Movement dribbling

 Hitting
 Running
 Receiving
 Throwing

 Basic Offensive and
Defensive concepts
introduced
Advancing ball
Spacing
Cutting
Stance
Defending Ball
Defending off ball

 Basic rules and
understanding of the
game

 ABC’s (Agility, Balance,  Agility, Balance,
Coordination).
Coordination
 Proper running
 Speed #1 (Hand & Foot
technique
Speed)
 Change of speed
 Warm-up and Cooldown
 Pivoting

FUNdamentals
Chronological Age: Males 6-9, Females 6-8
Training Age: 0-4 years in sport
Development
Opportunity

Football

Volleyball

Soccer

Basketball

 Hydration

Spinning
 Rhythmic Movement
 Aerobic Capacity and
Flexibility
 Visual Awareness
Mental
5%
Character –
Life Skills

Game
Options to
Consider:

 Touch/Flag football is
the preferred
development game
 Modified Tackle game
may be introduced
late in the stage
 Modified Tackle game
has reduced rosters
(6v6) and rule
modifications to
promote skill
development and
confidence
 Small field, small ball
 Skills emphasized;
competition deemphasized

Baseball/Softball

 Enjoy Competition
 Respecting your opponent
 Code of Conduct
 Self-awareness
 Partnership
 Teamwork
 Problem-solving
 Use of modified
 Game formats should  Play with smaller ball
games is necessary for
be adjusted (3v3 or
 Play with lower hoops
player development
5v5)
 Reduce number of
 Non-competitive
total players
 Equal playing time
 Equal playing time
should be established
 All players should
experience all aspects
of the game (offense,
defense, goalkeeping)

 Parent umpires
 No score kept

FUNdamentals
Chronological Age: Males 6-9, Females 6-8
Training Age: 0-4 years in sport
Development
Opportunity

Football

Volleyball

Soccer

Basketball

Baseball/Softball

 Skill development is
more important than
winning
This stage represents the entry into physical activity and sport, including the development of physical literacy. Athletes develop basic physical
literacy and enjoy their first participation in organized sport. The guiding principles are:
 Safe community-based programs
 Equal participation for all
 Skill development is placed ahead of competition; Broad-based stage-appropriate development
 Social development and fun are never forgotten

LEARN TO TRAIN
Chronological Age: 10-12 Males, 9-11 Females
Training Age: 1-4 years in sport

Learn To Train
Chronological Age: 10-12 Males, 9-11 Females
Training Age: 1-4 years in sport
Development
Opportunity

Technical
45%

Tactical
30%

Physical
20%

Football
 Throwing, Catching,
Kicking
 Ball skills: carry, pass,
punt, kick, catch
 Ball exchanges (hand
off, pass)
 Tackling, flagging,
touching
 Blocking and block
protection
 Learning the Game
basic rules
 Pass routes
 Defensive coverage
(person to person)
 Formation recognition
and adjustment
 Priority on agility and
movement and speed
 Running + Backwards +
w/ change of
directions
 Jumping, Twisting,
Turning, Spinning
 Agility, Balance,
Coordination
 Rhythmic Movement
 Aerobic Capacity
 Flexibility

Volleyball

Soccer

Basketball

Baseball/Softball

 Develop the technique  Basic principles need
of volleyball skills
to be established
previously learned:
 Repetition
Volley, Forearm pass,  Create a fun an
Spiking, Blocking,
challenging
Serving
environment to
formulate learning

 Ready Position –
Without ball
 Ready Position – With
ball
 Dribbling (Stationary
and movement)
 Passing/Catching
 Shooting

 Hitting sequence
 Throwing and receiving
basics
 Laterality (switch hit
introduced)
 Basic position play
 Basic pitching

 Basic team tactics
should be introduced
 Court awareness
 Decision making

 Field awareness
 Decision making
 Players should be
taught simple
combinations,
marking, and running
into space

 Team Offensive
concepts
 Team Defensive
concepts

 Basic rules
 Assuming
responsibilities
 Anticipation
 Position specific skills
awareness






 Develop strength
 Flexibility
 Kicking and Receiving
 Endurance
 Aerobic Capacity

 Strength
 Speed
 Flexibility
 ABC’s

 Arm care
 Warm-up and Cooldown techniques
 Safety and game
etiquette

Develop strength
Flexibility
Agility
Endurance

Learn To Train
Chronological Age: 10-12 Males, 9-11 Females
Training Age: 1-4 years in sport
Development
Opportunity

Mental
5%

Character –
Life Skills

Game
Options to
Consider:

Football
 Visual Awareness
 Limited, body-weightonly strength exercises
 Visualization
 Learn Thought Stop
 Learn to Set Goals
 Learn to Breathe to
Control Nerves
 Progressive Muscular
Relaxation

Volleyball

 Learn to Set Goals
 Progressive Muscular
Relaxation
 Visualization
 Self Esteem
 Team Spirit
 Relaxation Skills

Soccer

Basketball

 Intended to develop
 Players are eager to
each player’s intrinsic
perfect skills
motivation through fun  Players have a strong
and enjoyment that
fear of failure
foster a desire to play  Use of a variety of
methods to measure
success

 Partnership & Teamwork, Problem-solving
 Establishing quality role models
 Continue development  Encourage
 Demonstration is
 Use of smaller ball
through
unstructured play
critical at this stage of  Play more 1v1, 2v2, or
Tackle/Flag/Touch
development
3v3
participation
 Game should progress  Man-to-man defense
 Alternate: enter a
from 6v6 to 8v8 as
only
Modified Tackle
children grow
 Play every position
program. Modified
 Equal play at all
Tackle game has
positions
reduced rosters (6 a
side or 9 a side) and
rule modifications to
promote skill
development and
confidence
 Modified Tackle
Defense: person-to-

Baseball/Softball

 Positive thinking
 Setting and completing
simple goals
 Relaxation techniques
 Basic imagery
 Maintain focus
 Team Cohesion
 Dealing with failure



Learn To Train
Chronological Age: 10-12 Males, 9-11 Females
Training Age: 1-4 years in sport
Development
Opportunity

Football

Volleyball

Soccer

Basketball

Baseball/Softball

person coverage, no
motion or stunts,
limited numbers of
defensive rushers
(from 3 to 6 in
different divisions),
and no defensive line
player opposite center
 Modified Tackle
Offense: no motion,
blocking restrictions, a
fixed requirement for
number of backs, and
requirement to make
at least one pass
attempt every three
players, to help
develop a range of
skills and gamelearning situations
This stage represents development of a well-rounded set of skills, complimented by participation in many sports, and for many athletes. Skill
athletes develop basic and integrated skills and utilize these in competitive game situations. Guiding principles are:
 Athletes have the opportunity to develop skills in a variety of offensive and defensive positions
 Training, competition and positional play is appropriate to the development and maturation of individual athletes
 Skill development is more important than winning

TRAIN TO TRAIN
Chronological Age: 12-16 Males, 11-15 Females
Training Age: 2-8 years

Train to Train
Chronological Ages: 12-16 Males, 11-15 Females
Training Age: 2-8 years
Development
Opportunity

Technical
45%

Tactical
30%

Physical
20%

Football

Volleyball

 Throwing, Catching,
Kicking
 Balls skills: carry, pass,
punt, kick, catch
 Ball exchanges (hand
off, pass)
 Tackling, flagging,
touching
 Blocking and block
protection

 Develop basic skills

 Identifying/Reading
Offensive & Defensive
Formations & needed
adjustments
 Understanding
offensive & defensive
strategies
 Increase variety of
positional tactics
 Build on earlier stages’
physical skills
 Aerobic Capacity then
power

 Develop team tactics

Soccer
 Introduce advanced
techniques to players
who are capable
 Position specific
emphasis

Basketball

 Ready Stance (with
and without ball)
 Refine pivoting
technique
 Play with eyes up
 Jump stops
 Early decisions with
the ball
 Develop 1v1 skills
 Multi-Player
Maneuvers
 Defending the ball and
off ball
 Rebounding
 Emphasize team work,  Spacing
including developing
 Transition
tasks per unit
defense/offense
(defense, midfield, and  Team offense (zone &
forward)
man)
 Position awareness
through small side
games

 ABC’s (Agility, Balance,  Emphasize flexibility,
Coordination
disciplined warm-up
and cool-down.
 Aerobic development
 Agility
 Flexibility
 Aerobic and anaerobic
 Strength
endurance

Baseball/Softball
 Advanced techniques
(to those player who
are capable)
 Skills presented within
a more complex
environment with
position-specific
emphasis
 Introduction of
curveball to pitchers
for the first time

 Emphasis on team
work
 Developing tasks per
position (defensive and
offensive strategies)
 Positional awareness
through small-sided
games and large sided
competition matches
 ABC’s (Agility, Balance,  Aerobic
Coordination
fitness/endurance
 Aerobic development  Flexibility
 Flexibility
 Speed
 Strength
 Strength Training
 Arm care

Train to Train
Chronological Ages: 12-16 Males, 11-15 Females
Training Age: 2-8 years
Development
Opportunity

Mental
5%

Character –
Life Skills

Game
Options to
Consider:

Football

Volleyball

Soccer

Basketball

 Strength
 Balance
 Stability
 Nutritional Advantages
 Players tend to be self-  Decision making
critical and rebellious,
through complex
but they have a strong
technical training
commitment to the
 Mental Preparation
team
 Pre-competition
routine, mental
preparation, goal
setting, and coping
with winning and
losing

Baseball/Softball

 Psychological profiling,  Concentration
 Pre-competition (to
Goal Setting, Self-talk  Stress Management
those players who are
capable)
 Visualization for
 Coping skills
 Mental preparation
training & competition
 Thought Stopping
 Goal setting
(cognitive
 Coping with success
restructuring &
and failure
countering)
 Concentration Skills
 Game Preparation
Plan
 Communication Verbal & Non-verbal
 Partnership & Teamwork, Problem-solving, Discipline/work ethic, Fitness/Healthy Living
 Mental Strength/Coping Skills, Confidence/Rick Taking, Respect/Fair Play
 Pursuit of Personal Excellence
 Accepting Diversity
 Continue development 
 Build from 8v8 to
 No zone defense

through
11v11 as players grow  Train 1v1 or 2v2
Tackle/Flag/Touch
participation
 Alternate: Modified
Tack (6 a side or 9 a
side) with rule
modification to
promote skill

Train to Train
Chronological Ages: 12-16 Males, 11-15 Females
Training Age: 2-8 years
Development
Opportunity

Football

Volleyball

Soccer

Basketball

Baseball/Softball

development and
confidence
 Modified Tackle
Defense: person-toperson coverage,
introduce “shifts”,
“blitzing”, and
“stunts”, limiting
numbers of defensive
rushers (from 3 to 6 in
difference divisions),
and no defensive line
player opposite the
center
 Modified Tackle
Offense: introduce
motion, a fixed
requirement for
number of backs, and
a requirement for at
least on pass attempt
every three plays.
This stage represents development of a well –rounded set of skills, complimented by participation in other sports. Skill athletes develop basic and
integrated skills and utilize these in competitive game situations. Guiding principles are:
 Athletes have the opportunity to develop skills in a variety of offensive and defensive positions
 Training, competition and positional play is appropriate to the development and maturation of individual athlete
 Skill development is more important than winning.

TRAIN TO COMPETE
Chronological Ages: 16-20 Males, 15-19 Females
Training Age: 7-10 years in sport

Train to Compete
Chronological Ages: 16-20 Males, 15-19 Females
Training Age: 7-10 years in sport
Development
Opportunity

Technical
30%

Football
 Refine all technical
skills
 Concentrate on
perfecting footwork

Volleyball
 Maintain basic skills
 Introduce advanced
technique

 Consolidate and Refine  Introduce advanced
all previous skills
tactics

Tactical
40%

 Build on earlier stages’  Strength
physical skills
 Aerobic power
 Recovery
Physical
25%

Soccer
 Refinement of core
skills and position
specific skills
 Advanced skills are
introduced

Basketball

 Dribbling (Stationary &
Movement)
 Post entry passing
 3-point shooting
 Finishing with contact
 Attacking dribble
 Perimeter Play
 Proper cutting
 Decision making
 Offensive transition
awareness
 Refinement of
 Game appreciation
previous skill sets
 Game analysis
 Conceptual Offense
 Productivity
 Intelligence on offense
and defense
 Competitive
proficiency
 Penetration principles
 Press Break
 Zone offense and
defense
 Communication
 Flexibility
 Flexibility
 Correct warm-up and  Strength
cool-down
 Agility
 Agility
 Aerobic endurance
 Aerobic and Anaerobic  Balance
endurance
 Core strength and
 Strength Training
stability
 Balance
 Core Strength and
Stability

Baseball/Softball
 Refinement of core
skills
 Refinement of position
specific skills
 Introduction to
advanced techniques
and skills
 Decision-making
 Tactical awareness
 Game appreciation
 Game analysis
 Productivity
 Competitive
proficiency

 Flexibility
 Correct warm-up and
cool-down
 Agility
 Aerobic endurance
 Strength Training
 Balance
 Recovery
 Arm Care

Train to Compete
Chronological Ages: 16-20 Males, 15-19 Females
Training Age: 7-10 years in sport
Development
Opportunity

Mental
5%

Character –
Life Skills

Game
Options to
Consider:

Football

 Consolidate these
skills: Performance
Tracking, Game
Preparation,
Performance
Evaluation,
Progression of PMR
Skills, Consistency

Volleyball

 Time management
 Visualization

Soccer
 Pre and Post Game
diet
 Increase player
concentration
 Responsibility
 Discipline
 Accountability
 Goal setting
 Self Confidence
 Mental toughness
 Competitive mentality
in practice and games

Basketball

 Critical Thinking
 Players can cope with
multiple strategies and
tactics
 Self-analysis
 Self-correction

Baseball/Softball

 Concentration
 Responsibility
 Discipline
 Goal Setting
 Self-Confidence
 Self-Motivation
 Will to win
 Mental toughness
 Competitive mentality
in practice and games

 Communication Verbal & Non-verbal
 Partnership/Teamwork, Problem-solving, Discipline/work ethic, Fitness/Healthy Living
 Mental Strength/Coping Skills, Confidence/Risk Taking, Respect/Fair Play
 Pursuit of Personal Excellence
 Accepting Diversity
 Tackle, Flag, or Touch  Transferability of
 Must have quality playing and training exposure
individual techniques
and tactics to
competitive situations

This stage represents a serious commitment to competition. Athletes enter highly competitive programs, begin to specialize in their positions, and
work toward excellence. Guiding principles are:
 Emphasis is on consolidating solid competition skills
 All athletes are provided with optimal annual training, competition and recovery programs
 Programs support athletes to learn from victory and defeat, to live balanced lives, and to always train and compete in a fair, honest and
“clean” way.

COMPETE TO WIN
Chronological Ages: 18+
Training Age: 8-10 years in sport

Compete to Win
Chronological Ages: 18+
Training Age: 8-10 years in sport
Development
Opportunity

Football

Volleyball

 Consolidate all
technical skills

 Maintain basic skills
 Maintain advanced
techniques

 Consolidate all
technical skills

 Maintain advanced
tactics

Technical
20%

Tactical
45%

 Build on earlier stages’  Aerobic Power
physical skills
 Strength
Physical
25%

Mental
10%

 Continue to
consolidate previous
skills: Identifying
Performance
restrictions, build and
implement positive
mental strategies,

 Distraction control
 Relaxation
 Visualization

Soccer
 Further development
of advanced
techniques and skills.
 Refinement of general
skills and individual
positional skills
 High degree of
decision making
 Leadership
 Game analysis skills
 Adjust game plans and
adapt playing
strategies to suit
changing demands on
the field.
 Individual fitness for
maintenance and
improvement

Basketball

Baseball/Softball



 Refinement of core
skills
 Position specific skills
 Introduce advanced
skills as appropriate



 Decision-making
tactical awareness
 Game appreciation
 Game analysis
 Productivity
 Competitive
proficiency



 Aerobic Power
 Strength
 Individual fitness for
maintenance and
improvement
 Build on earlier stages’
physical skills
 Concentration
 Responsibility
 Discipline
 Accountability
 Goal Setting
 Self-Confidence
 Self-Motivation

 Increase concentration 
 Leadership
 Discipline
 Accountability
 Goal Setting
 Responsibility
 Self confidence

Compete to Win
Chronological Ages: 18+
Training Age: 8-10 years in sport
Development
Opportunity

Football
dealing with the
pressures of success,
lifestyle management

Character –
Life Skills

Game
Options to
Consider:

Volleyball

Soccer
 Self-Motivation
 Mental Toughness
 Competitive mentality

Basketball

Baseball/Softball
 Will to win
 Mental toughness
 Competitive mentality
in practice and games

 Communication Verbal & Non-verbal
 Partnership & Teamwork, Problem-solving, Discipline/work ethic, Fitness/Heathy Living
 Mental Strength/Coping Skills, Confidence/Risk Taking, Respect/Fair Play
 Pursuit of Personal Excellence
 Accepting Diversity
 Recovery
 Tackle, Flag, or Touch
 Transferability of individual techniques and tactics to competitive situations

This stage takes the advanced athlete from a high school athlete to a collegiate competitor. In the succeed stage athletes work to excel in highly
competitive programs, aiming for the highest level of performance and success. Guiding principles are:
 Every program and every athlete is committed to excellence
 All athletes are provided with optimal annual training, competition and recovery programs of the highest level
 Each athlete strives for the highest level of performance in the context of fair, drug-free living, training and competition
 Athletes, coaches, officials and administrators are role models, mentors, and ambassadors of the sport
 Experience in high-level games develops and refines tactical skills, anticipation and reading the game in a variety of situations

